In an e ort to discover the causes for disagreement between previous 2-D computations and nominally 2-D experiment for ow o ver the 3-element McDonnell Douglas 30P-30N airfoil con guration at high lift, a combined experimental/CFD investigation is described. The experiment explores several di erent side-wall boundary layer control venting patterns, documents venting mass ow rates, and looks at corner surface ow patterns. The experimental angle of attack at maximum lift is found to be sensitive t o the side wall venting pattern: a particular pattern increases the angle of attack at maximum lift by a t least 2 . A signi cant amount of spanwise pressure variation is present at angles of attack near maximum lift. A CFD study using 3-D structured-grid computations, which includes the modeling of sidewall venting, is employed to investigate 3-D e ects on the ow. Side-wall suction strength is found to a ect the angle at which m a x i m um lift is predicted. Maximum lift in the CFD is shown to be limited by the growth of an o -body corner ow v ortex and consequent increase in spanwise pressure variation and decrease in circulation. The 3-D computations with and without wall venting predict similar trends to experiment a t l o w angles of attack, but either stall too early or else overpredict lift levels near maximum lift by a s m uch as 5%. Unstructured-grid computations demonstrate that mounting brackets lower the lift levels near maximum lift conditions. 
I n troduction
A large number of CFD studies have been conducted for multi-element airfoil con gurations over the last decade. Some of these pertained to experiments conducted in the NASA Langley low turbulence pressure tunnel (LTPT) for McDonnell Douglas 3-element con gurations such as the 30P-30N. See, for example, refs. 1{5. The LTPT tests were nominally 2-D, obtained with the use of a side-wall boundary layer control system that applied suction near the model via venting through porous plates. 6 The CFD studies employed 2-D calculations when comparing with LTPT data.
Although CFD could claim some success in the prediction of the experimental multi-element o w eld, certain key predictions were in error. 7 Most notably, CFD consistently predicted both the maximum lift and the angle of attack a t w h i c h it occurs to be higher than experiment ( e . g . , a t = 2 3 as opposed to = 2 1 ). Although turbulence models were originally suspected as a potential cause for this discrepancy, additional CFD studies with more advanced models 2, 4, 8 indicated that the di erences between turbulence models tended to be relatively small for these cases.
A r e c e n t CFD control surface e ectiveness study by Jiang 9 demonstrated that even nominally 2-D wind tunnel experiments with side-wall venting can have signi cant 3-D e ects that are too large to ignore in CFD modeling. In an e ort to determine if 3-D e ects are the root cause of the disagreement between CFD and experiments for the 30P-30N near maximum lift, an investigation using a two-pronged approach w as undertaken. The rst e ort was an experimental investigation that focused on the effects of side-wall venting and venting pattern on results near maximum lift, and included attempts to deduce ow features near the side walls using surface oil. Also, the experiment measured venting parameters, such as mass ow rate, that were not measured in earlier experiments on this con guration. The second e ort involved modeling the 3-D con guration with CFD, including side-wall venting.
Sensitivity t o v enting suction levels was investigated and the ow eld features near the side wall were examined. Additionally, CFD using unstructured grids was used to explore the e ects of the mounting brackets on the 3-D ow eld. This paper summarizes the results from this two-pronged study.
Description of the Experiment
The 30P-30N is a McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) 3-element con guration (designated LB546 in MDA's nomenclature). The model consists of the LS12 slat, the W10BB wing box assembly (main), and the F22 ap. The slat is at an angle of attack o f ;30 , with a gap of 2:95% c and overhang of ;2:5% c. The ap is at an angle of attack o f 3 0 , with a gap of 1:27% c and overhang of 0:25% c. The con guration has a stowed chord length c of 22 in., and the LTPT tunnel width is 36 in. For all results to be shown below, the wing coordinates have b e e n nondimensionalized by c. In this coordinate system, in the deployed position the leading edges of each element are located in the following positions: slat at x=c = ;0:0854, main at x=c = 0 :0438, ap at x=c = 0 :8715. The 30P-30N con guration has been tested in the past at several di erent Reynolds numbers ranging from 5 million to 16 million, although the current experimental study only used Re = 9 million. The nominal Mach n umber in the current investigation is M = 0 :2.
In an attempt to achieve the most 2-D ow eld possible, porous plates were located at the side-walls of the LTPT near the wing. 10 The porous plates were connected to a venting chamber that vented out to the atmosphere through a remotely-operated ball valve. The default experimental procedure was as follows: during any set of given runs, the ball valve w as adjusted (with the wing at an angle of attack o f 1 6 ) to minimize the spanwise pressure variation, as determined from several rows of spanwise pressure taps on the model. Then, at other angles of attack during the same series of runs, the valve remained open the same amount. In the current experiment, the e ect of varying the venting mass ow rate at each angle of attack n e a r m a x i m um lift was also investigated. A n o -v enting con guration (all porous plates covered with tape) as well as 4 different porous plate con gurations were tested these are summarized in Table 1 .
Sketches of the porous regions used in the experiment are depicted in Fig. 1 . The porous region over the main element w as not varied. It was approximately 0:5 i n c h high and began about 5 in. back from the element's leading edge on its upper surface and extended downstream until it connected in Table 1. Summary of venting con gurations in the  current experiment  Con g. main  ap  strip in front  venting  venting  of slat  1  no  no  no  2  yes yes, widening  no  3  yes yes, widening  yes  4  yes  yes, constant  no  5 yes yes, constant yes a c o n tinuous fashion with the porous region over the ap. Two con gurations over the ap were tested. The rst (\widening") had the region over the ap widening from 0:5 i n c h t o a p p r o ximately 1.5 inch near the trailing edge. The second (\con-stant") employed the default pattern used in past tests (unpublished, but document e d i n L TPT engineer test notes), which k ept the width over the ap constant a t 0 :5 inch. When employed, the porous region in front of the slat was a large semi-circular strip of width 1 inch, whose downstream inner radius touched the slat leading edge. The porous plate had 0.0625 inch diameter holes spaced 0.191 inch apart, for a porosity l e v el of approximately 3{4%. In the experiment a t R e = 9 m i l l i o n , t h e L TPT operating total pressure was approximately 54 psi. For most of the runs, unless otherwise noted, the p between the vent c hamber and the tunnel (freestream) was approximately 8 psi.
Numerical Method
The compressible CFD codes used in the current i n vestigation were CFL3D, 11 a structured-grid upwind nite-volume method, and FUN3D, 12, 13 an unstructured-grid upwind nite-volume method. The turbulence model employed by both codes was the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model, version Ia. 14 In CFL3D, transition was set on each of the elements at the following xed locations for all runs: x=c = ;0:0261 and ;0:0847 on the slat lower and upper surface, x=c = 0 :6999 and 0:0682 on the main lower and upper surface, and x=c = 1 :1243 and 0:9214 on the ap lower and upper surface. These locations are representative of locations measured by Bertelrud, 15 but were not varied with angle of attack for this study. In CFL3D, transition was achieved by zeroing out the turbulence production term in the region of each grid zone where laminar ow i s d e s i r e d . All FUN3D runs assumed fully-turbulent o w.
In simulating wall venting (used for the CFL3D runs only), a linear form of the Darcy pressure-2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics velocity l a w w as used: 16 v w = 1 u 1 (p c ; p w ) (1) where p c is the vent c hamber pressure and is an \e ective" geometric porosity factor. Thus, the wall venting suction velocity w as assumed to be directly proportional to the di erence between the vent c hamber pressure (taken in this case to be constant) and the local pressure at the wall. However, there is still some uncertainty in the application of this law to the current case of the wing in the LTPT. The factor in Darcy's law is somewhat ad-hoc. It is proportional to the actual porosity l e v el but is considerably larger in magnitude, 16 and is usually determined by comparison with measured wall velocities. In this study a range of values for from 0 { 0.3 in steps of 0.1 were used to determine their e ect. Resulting mass ow through the vent w as compared with experimentally measured levels to ascertain the approximate correspondence between the CFD and the experiment.
In the CFD runs, the nondimensional vent c hamber pressure was assumed to be p=( 1 a 2 1 ) = 0 :62, giving a ratio of the freestream static pressure to vent c hamber static pressure of 1.152. The 30P-30N con guration and the locations on the side-wall where the Darcy law w as applied are shown in Fig. 2 . These venting regions approximate the regions employed in Con g. 2 of the experiment.
For simplicity, the side wall venting pattern in the CFD study followed grid lines, which is the reason for the non-smooth boundary outline near the front of the ap in Fig. 2 . The porous semi-circular region in front of the slat was not modeled in the CFD. A symmetry (slip) wall boundary condition was employed on the side-wall at and upstream of approximately 0:8c in front of the wing thus, the side-wall boundary layer was relatively \fresh" at the start of the wing in the computations.
The top and bottom walls of the LTPT wind tunnel were not modeled in the current study. A previous study 17 explored the e ects of including these walls in 2-D computations. The chief e ect was to raise the upper surface pressures on the ap and on the aft end of the main at high angles of attack (yielding lower lift, not quanti ed in the reference). There was also an e ect on the computed wake positions. The current structured grid extended approximately 15c above, below, in front of, and behind the wing, and far eld Riemann boundary conditions were applied there. Also, symmetry was assumed in the wind tunnel, and only half of the span was modeled by the grid: one side modeled the tunnel wall, and the other side used symmetry boundary conditions to model the tunnel center plane.
The grid used by CFL3D was the same one employed in earlier 2-D CFD studies, 4, 5 except that it was duplicated with 33 planes in the spanwise direction, with viscous clustering near the side-wall. There were 4 zones (with 1-to-1 point matching at interfaces) in the grid, with 135,425 nodes per plane, or 4.47 million total nodes. The minimum spacing near solid walls was between 0:2 { 3 :1 10 ;6 c. The viscous unstructured grids had a far eld extent o f 10c and 846,863 nodes (no brackets), and 1.35 million nodes (including brackets). The minimum spacing near solid walls was 1 10 ;6 c.
Results

Experiment
The lift curves for the ve con gurations in the current tunnel entry are shown in Fig. 3 . These values of lift were obtained by i n tegrating the pressures from the taps located along the center of the model. As expected, Con g. 1 (no wall venting) yields lower levels of lift at all angles of attack. However, somewhat surprisingly, the angle of attack at maximum lift is the same as most of the wall-venting runs ( = 2 1 ). It was originally thought that corner ow separation would cause an earlier stall in this case. Con g. 2 also exhibited unexpected results: its maximum lift occurs at a higher angle of attack, 23 , than all the other runs. Previously, the angle of attack for maximum lift had almost always come out to be = 2 1 . This result suggests that side-wall venting treatment can in uence the physical process or mechanism(s) responsible for limiting maximum lift in the wind tunnel. Fig. 4 shows the e ect of di erent v enting levels on the lift curve near maximum lift for Con g. 2. Two separate entries are represented on this plot. The initial entry, which used p = 8 psi, is the same curve s h o wn in Fig. 3 . In a later entry, the p was varied at each angle of attack. Results using p = 8 psi are inconsistent with the initial entry, indicative of a hysteresis e ect: in the initial entry, the lift continues to increase through = 2 3 , whereas in the other the maximum lift occurs at = 2 2 . I n both the p = 6 psi and p = 12 psi cases, the lift continues to increase through = 2 3 .
From the last two gures, it is already clear that the ow eld near maximumlift is very sensitive, and the angle of attack where maximum lift occurs can vary by 2 or more, depending on the side wall treatment (although the change in C L is less than 1%). The \widening" venting pattern on the ap seems to be necessary to achieve higher angle of attack for 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics C L max . It is not known why including the slat strip (Con g. 3) loses this advantage. One question that can be asked is whether the variation in maximum lift is a function of the three-dimensionality of the ow. Unfortunately, in the experiment w e o n l y h a ve surface pressures to address this issue. Surface oil ow, discussed in greater detail below, showed no evidence of separated wing-wall juncture ow w h e n wall venting was present. O -surface ow visualization was not possible in this test. Fig. 5 shows spanwise pressures on the ap upper surface at an unstowed chordwise location of x=c = 0 :925, as a function of angle of attack f o r Con gs. 2 and 4. The plot shows that as the angle of attack increases beyond = 1 6 , the ow eld becomes less and less two-dimensional. It also appears that at the highest angles of attack, Con g. 4 exhibits somewhat more three-dimensionality t h a n Con g. 2. In particular, the pressure variation is less \ at" near the tunnel center plane. This increased three-dimensionality is consistent with the fact that Con g. 4 is unable to achieve a s h i g h a C L max as Con g. 2.
The pressures and the mass ow rate in the venting chambers were measured in this test. Ten pressures were taken at various locations behind each wall's plate to check for variations with position. Although not shown, these were found to vary by less than 0.2 psi at any given angle of attack. Also, the pressure levels varied by only a small amount, less than 0.8 psi, as the angle of attack w as varied (generally the venting pressure increased at higher angles of attack). The mass ow rates as a function of angle of attack and con guration are shown in Fig. 6 . When no leading edge slat venting is present, the mass ow rate is roughly 0.7 lb m =sec. Including slat venting increases the mass ow r a t e t o a p p r o ximately 1.6 lb m =sec.
When side-wall venting is employed, surface oil ow shows no indication of 3-D corner ow structures near maximum lift conditions. However, with solid side walls (no venting), signi cant deviation from 2-D ow at the walls near the corners could be seen at all angles of attack near maximum lift. An enhanced photograph is shown in Fig. 7 at = 2 0 . There is turning of the ow o ver both the main element and the ap away f r o m t h e s i d e w all, and there are several complex ow patterns indicating 3-D ow features on the side wall as well. At higher angles of attack, similar patterns exist, except the sizes and locations of the features vary somewhat. Oil was not applied at lower angles of attack.
Computations 4.2.1 Structured Grid Results
A compilation of the computed results are shown in Fig. 8 for Con g. 1 (no venting) and Fig. 9 for Con g. 2 (venting). In each gure, the experimental results are shown as solid symbols. 2-D results using CFL3D are shown for reference as a solid line, and 3-D results from the current study using CFL3D are shown as open symbols connected by lines. All lift levels from the 3-D computations are obtained by i n tegrating the pressures in the tunnel center plane. When massive side-wall e ects occur in the CFD (past the computed C L max ), the ow g e n e rally goes unsteady. H o wever, because steady-state time marching is employed, only representative lift coe cient v alues are shown to indicate that the angle of attack for maximum lift has been exceeded in the computations.
As shown in Fig. 8 , when there is no venting modeled in the CFD, lift levels are lower than the 2-D levels. This is because 3-D ow features in the walljuncture region lower the wing circulation. Results agree well with experiment up to roughly = 1 6 , but above this the CFD predicts massive side-wall e ects and the lift drops dramatically. Clearly CFD is not showing the same character as the experiment at higher angles of attack. Surface streamlines at = 1 9 are shown in Fig. 10 . Compare with Fig. 7 ( a t a s l i g h tly higher angle of attack). Although results show similar character on the main element, ow o ver the ap and side wall is di erent. CFD indicates only small deviations from streamwise ow on the ap, whereas experiment s h o ws a large separated region. However, the surface streamlines in this ow eld are deceptive. The o -body streamlines for this case are shown in Figs. 11. There is a signi cant region of 3-D ow occurring o the surface above and behind the ap, the general shape of which s h o ws a similar footprint to the photograph. In cases such as this one, for which a large o -body vortex is present, the current grid is probably too coarse to adequately resolve the ow feature. Fig. 12 shows vorticity contours along with a view of the spanwise grid in a vertical plane above the trailing edge of the ap. Grid underresolution likely contributes to over-spreading of the vortex and early stall in the computations.
When venting is modeled in the CFD, results agree with experiment a t l o wer angles of attack, but are overpredicted compared to the experiment at higher angles of attack (see Fig. 9 ). Computed C L max changes depending on the magnitude of the suction. Using = 0 :1, C L max occurs at = 1 9 , = 0 :2 g i v es C L max = 2 1 , a n d = 0 :3 g i v es 4 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Table 2 , along with the corresponding mass ow rate computed to be exiting through the porous wall as a result of the Darcy pressure-velocity l a w boundary condition. Comparing these numbers with the mass ow rate from the experiment for Con g. 2 (of approximately 0.7 lb m =sec), it appears that a between 0.1 and 0.2 in the CFD would best represent the actual test. All computed results with venting for the rest of the paper use = 0 :2. Now let us examine results for several di erent angles of attack. Fig. 13 shows spanwise pressure coe cients on the ap at = 4 , both without and with side-wall venting. In the case of no venting, CFD accurately predicts the experimental level near the tunnel center plane, but the spanwise variation is overpredicted. CFD results on a coarser grid are also shown in the gure (grid using every other point i n each coordinate direction) they exhibit little di erence from results on the ner grid. When venting is simulated, CFD results again agree with the experimental results near the tunnel center plane in this case the spanwise variation is small for both CFD and experiment. Fig. 15 shows chordwise pressure coe cients at = 4 for venting Con g. 2. Agreement a t 5 0 % span between CFD and experiment is again excellent, and results in this case also agree with 2-D computations. There is no noticeable spanwise variation in the computed results.
Figs. 16, 17, and 18 show spanwise and chordwise pressure coe cients at = 1 6 , without and with venting. In this case, CFD results are not grid-independent b e t ween the medium and ne grids (Fig. 16) . Also, the actual c p levels for CFD and experiment a t x=c = 0 :925 on the ap do not agree CFD yields somewhat lower levels in general. Similar to results at = 4 , the CFD results again show spanwise variation over the ap and back of the main for the no-venting case (Fig. 17) , and very little spanwise variation for the venting case (Fig. 18) .
Other than small di erences in the suction peaks and over the upper surface of the ap and back o f the main, agreement with experimental c p levels is fairly good overall.
Figs. 19, 20, and 21 show s p a n wise and chordwise pressure coe cients at = 1 9 , without and with venting. Again, the actual c p levels for CFD and experiment a t x=c = 0 :925 on the ap do not agree CFD yields lower levels in general. In Fig. 20 , CFD for the no-venting case exhibits signi cant spanwise variation. This case has already stalled, and surface pressures do not agree at all with experiment, which does not reach C L max until a higher angle of attack. CFD results with venting in Fig. 21 show n o n oticeable spanwise variation. Agreement with experiment is generally good, although CFD yields slightly stronger suction peaks than experiment and most of the ap upper surface and the back of the main is at slightly lower pressure. Results at higher angles of attack, with venting, show agreement/disagreement with experiment similar to Fig. 21 . Plots of all three elements are not shown, but details can be seen in close-up views near the trailing edge of the main in Figs. 22 and 23 . Here, the underprediction of pressure levels in this region is clearly seen.
The reason for CFD's increasing deviations from experimental trends near maximum lift is still unknown. Even with wall venting modeled, the lift either tends to be too high (as for 19 using = 0 :2), or massive separation occurs and C L max is reached too early (as occurs for lower levels of suction, e.g., = 0 :1 in Fig. 9) . Some of the deviations in upper surface pressure on the ap and back of the main may be due to the fact that the top and bottom walls were not modeled. 17 Nonetheless, the use of CFD appears to require a delicate balancing act of parameters to achieve a reasonable representation of the true 3-D physics.
In spite of these di culties and uncertainties, it can be useful to use the CFD results (with venting) to explore the in uence of the three-dimensional character of the ow e l d o n C L max . In Fig. 22 at C L max = 2 1 , little spanwise variation is seen, but in Figs. 24, 25, and 26 show o -body streamlines for ow elds computed at three angles of attack with wall venting. At the two l o wer angles of attack u p t o and including C L max = 2 1 , there is o -body threedimensional corner ow, but it is relatively small and its e ect is localized. At = 2 2 , h o wever, the three-dimensionality increases. Fig. 27 shows how signi cantly the character of the spanwise pressure changes at = 2 2 . (It also shows that the c p values on the ap for the 2-D and 3-D computations, although indistinguishable at the scale shown in Fig. 18 , really are slightly di erent at and above = 1 6 at x=c = 0 :925.) In looking at Fig. 27 , one might be tempted to declare that the ow a t = 2 2 is \2-D enough" on the portion of the wing near the center plane of the tunnel (because the curve is relatively at at that location), but this view ignores the e ect of the corner ow o n t h e o verall circulation of the wing system. When a signi cant region of corner ow circulation exists, there is a lower overall circulation around the wing, and the lift level decreases. In other words, C L max in this case is limited by 3 -D e ects, and not by the 2-D mechanism conjectured in Ying et al. 5 Comparing Fig. 27 with Fig. 5 from the experiment, it is seen that the two a r e not behaving similarly. Whereas the CFD spanwise variation remains relatively at through = 2 1 , the experiment shows more evidence of 3-D ow e v en as low a s = 1 9 . This di erence probably explains why the experiment g i v es lower levels of lift as it approaches C L max . Unfortunately, w e w ere not successful in simulating the conditions necessary to achieve this same degree of three-dimensionality in the CFD.
It should be noted that many o f t h e 3 -D C F D r u n s were dependent on the initial conditions. For example, if a high angle of attack r u n w as restarted from a solution for which the ow w as massively separated, results tended to remain highly separated. On the other hand, if restarted from a mostly-attached-ow solution, a high angle of attack run had a greater likelihood of remaining attached. This issue of nonuniqueness in the CFD solution for these ows is troubling. However, all runs for this study were conducted in \steady state" mode (i.e., non-timeaccurate time marching was employed). It is possible that when signi cant regions of corner ow s e paration are present, then time-accurate approaches must be pursued in order to better represent the physics.
Unstructured Grid Results
The unstructured grid methodology was primarily employed for the purpose of investigating the effects of the mounting brackets on the solution near C L max . I t w as easier to make an unstructured 3-D grid to include brackets using VGRID 18 as opposed to creating a structured grid. However, even the unstructured grid generation process had limitations. It proved to be too di cult to create a su cientlyre ned viscous grid | with ne normal spacing near the wing, brackets, and in the wake regions | in the time allotted. In the end, the viscous grids used were somewhat too coarse to adequately represent the lift levels of this con guration (lift levels were about 8{ 12% lower than results on the ne structured grid). Therefore, this part of the CFD study should be regarded qualitatively only.
A view of the wing including mounting brackets is shown in Fig. 28 . The unstructured grid on the side wall is also shown. There were a total of 8 brackets in the tunnel, four for the slat and four for the ap. The near-wall brackets (0.77 in. wide) were at 10.7% span, and the near-center brackets (0.09 in. wide) were at 36.8% span. This gure shows half of the model. Unstructured-grid results were obtained using both inviscid (Euler) equations (on grids with inviscid-type spacing near the wing) and viscous (Navier-Stokes) equations on the grid shown in the gure. The side wall was computed using inviscid boundary conditions in both cases. Resulting lift coe cients, from integration of the pressures along the center plane, are given in Fig. 29 . The e ects of the brackets on the inviscid solution are minimal, but the brackets lower the lift levels in the viscous computations by approximately 2{3%. Most of the e ect is felt by the main element. This result is interesting in light of the fact that the structured CFD results (no brackets) tend to overpredict the lift levels near C L max in the experiment. However, rm conclusions are not possible without additional study.
Computed streamlines for the = 2 0 case with brackets, shown in Fig. 30 , indicate some deviation from 2-D ow e v en relatively far away from the bracket span locations. Pressure coe cients as a function of span location are shown in Fig. 31 near the back of the main element. A noticeable spanwise variation is seen on the upper surface of the main and ap. Although not shown, when no brackets are present, there is very little variation.
Summary and Conclusions
In an e ort to determine if 3-D e ects were the root cause of previous disagreement b e t ween CFD 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and experiments for the 30P-30N near maximum lift, a combination experimental/CFD investigation was undertaken. Unfortunately, e v en the 3-D CFD showed discrepancies from the experiment, especially at high angles of attack. In particular, CFD tended to either predict lift levels too high, or else stalled too early. This discrepancy may h a ve b e e n due to inadequate grid resolution (e.g., no attempt was made to grid-resolve the o -body corner-ow vortex), part to inadequate physical representation (e.g., not modeling the top and bottom walls, not representing the side-wall boundary layer in ow c o rrectly, not including mounting brackets, not representing tunnel disturbances and asymmetries), and part to inadequacies in modeling (e.g., turbulence modeling, Darcy's pressure-velocity l a w boundary condition).
However, details aside, this study answered (or began to answer) some questions. The angle of attack of maximum lift in the experiment w as clearly sensitive to side-wall venting shape. This fact strongly suggests that some ow feature near the side walls may be responsible for limiting C L max , rather than a purely 2-D mechanism. The 3-D CFD results indicated that this feature was probably an o -body corner-ow v ortex that was present at high angles of attack e v en when side-wall venting was applied. It is consistent that the \widening" venting pattern in the experiment a c hieved the highest C L max , b ecause the larger venting area over the ap would have had more of an in uence on an o -body vortex.
A summary of major points from the experimental study were:
A new venting pattern with a \widening" region of suction over the ap increased the angle of attack at maximum lift from = 2 1 to at least 23 .
The application of di erent l e v els of suction (between 6 and 12 psi di erence from the freestream tunnel total pressure) had relatively small e ects (less than 1%) on lift levels near maximum lift. Above = 1 6 , there was a signi cant amount of spanwise pressure variation on the ap, even with side-wall venting present.
When no side-wall venting was employed, lift coe cient levels dropped nearly uniformly by 0.1{0.2, but the angle of attack at maximum lift remained at = 2 1 .
The mass ow rates through the side wall venting were quanti ed for the purposes of this and future 3-D CFD e orts.
A summary of major points from the CFD study were:
The ne grid was probably su ciently ne for use at the lower angles of attack, but its adequacy at higher angles of attack w as dubious, particularly because of underresolution of the wall vortex.
CFD with no side-wall venting could predict the character of the experiment a t l o wer angles of attack. However, above = 1 6 , the CFD predicted massive 3-D corner ow features and consequently a loss of lift not seen in the experiment. The 3-D ow features were mostly o -body surface streamlines over the ap were di erent i n c haracter from oil ow in the experiment.
CFD with side-wall venting could predict the character of the experiment a t l o wer angles of attack up through = 1 6 , but CFD (using enough suction to avoid early stall) tended to retain more spanwise two-dimensionality than experiment a t h i g h e r a n g l e s o f a t t a c k. Tunnel center plane pressures still agreed fairly well with experiment, but integrated lift near C L max was generally overpredicted by a s m uch as 5%.
CFD yielded di erent angles of attack for C L max depending on the side-wall suction level applied. The higher the suction, the closer the results of the 3-D simulation mimicked 2-D lift levels.
The maximum lift achievable by CFD appeared to be directly related to the degree of threedimensionality in the ow eld. At and below C L max , the o -body corner ow features were relatively small and there was very little spanwise variation of surface pressures. Beyond C L max , the o -body corner ow features were larger and spanwise variation of surface pressures increased. This behavior was di erent i n c haracter from experiment, which e x h i bited large spanwise variation of surface pressures prior to C L max as well as after.
Darcy's law boundary condition required a parameter between 0.1 and 0.2 to achieve a s i milar mass ow rate as in the experiment. 
